xComfort Bridge

xComfort Bridge control unit is used for switching
and dimming of loads, more over configurating
devices, rooms and setting up scenes.

www.eaton.com/xComfortBridge

xComfort Bridge

Do you often think about
making your home smarter?

Tired of walking through your home
switching the lights on and off?

Would you like to simply control the light in
your home and configure light scenes?

How about a romantic
evening?
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xComfort Bridge
Easy lighting control with your smartphone or tablet
Smart home applications, i.e. the
ability to manage the lighting,
shades or other electrical appliances
typically found in residences,
have been around for decades.
What began with the first home
automation network technology
protocol in the late 70ies has in
the meantime turned into a market
that is expected to exceed the 1
billion mark in terms of smart home

devices installed in US homes by
the year 2023. In Europe, where
electricians and system integrators
play an important role in home automation, the trend is also pointing
upwards, and the market is poised
to experience double-digit growth
over the next few years. According
to experts in the field, however, the
market continues to face various
challenges: Platform fragmentation,

a lack of standards, and complexity
of the solutions are cited as the
main reasons, why end users are
still reluctant to make their homes
smart. Addressing these factors,
EATON has created xComfort
Bridge, an easy to install and easy to
use wireless lighting control solution
that can be operated via iOS or
Android-based smart devices.

xComfort Bridge
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Easy installation and comissioning

Getting smart with xComfort Bridge
Continuing the successful
trend started with EATON’s GO
WIRELESS pre-programmed and
easy to install packages, xComfort
Bridge has been designed for
home owners wishing to take their
first steps into the world of home
automation. The only necessary
pre-requisites are a Wi-Fi-router
and an iOS or Android-based
smart device. EATON’s entry-level
smart home solution centers
around the adapter-powered
xComfort Bridge interface, which
is connected to a Wi-Fi router
by means of standard network
cabling.
Following the installation of the
free-of-charge xComfort Bridge
App, the user’s smart device
subsequently acts as the controller for wireless switching and
dimming purposes. Next to its
function as a central wireless ON/
OFF switch, it can also be used to
set up specific lighting scenes or
to simultaneously activate, deactivate or dim multiple devices via
configurable, user-defined zones
(e.g. “kitchen”, “living room” etc.).
Furthermore, a wide range of
icons can be individually assigned
to further differentiate between
the various zones and to maximize ease of handling. In total,
xComfort Bridge can manage up
to six rooms and a maximum of
30 actuators or plugs and offers a
range of two walls and one ceiling.
No programming or EATON MRF
tool-knowledge is required for
either setting up, commissioning
or controlling xComfort Bridge.

• Download the App and connect
to your xComfort Bridge device
• Scan the devices directly using the
barcode reader in the App or connect
the devices wirelessly with the App
using the mode button

Home Screen: Scenes
Overview
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Home Screen: Rooms
Overview

Easy installation and comissioning

Easy to install and commission
Staying true to its motto of simplicity
and ease of handling, xComfort
Bridge offers clear-cut options for
integrating electrical devices into the
smart home solution: Switching and
dimming actuators must be installed
by an electrician. Adapter plugs,
on the other hand, are inserted
between the power socket and the
corresponding electrical device and
require no third-party installation.

With regard to configuration,
the user can opt for one of two
possible choices: Either by means
of scanning the barcode of the
corresponding actuator or plug
via his smart device, or by having
the system “learn” that a new
device has been added. The latter
is achieved by simply pressing
the corresponding mode button
longer, which generates a ping
submitted to the interface. In both
cases, the new device is immediately detected by the App and can
be configured as illustrated above.
In order to ensure security, the
communication between the interface and all actuators and plugs is
automatically password protected.

Add devices: either with learning mode or barcode scan

xComfort Bridge
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Easy expandable

Multi-purpose
xComfort Bridge has been designed with scalability in
mind and is available in three distinct packages. The first
kit consists of the xComfort Bridge interface, a power
adapter and corresponding LAN and USB power cables.

The second kit, on the other hand, is tailored to meet
the requirements of electricians tasked with setting up
a home automation solution for their respective clients.
It comprises the interface and its power and network
connections as well as one wireless master ON / OFF
switch, three wireless switches plus three flush-mounted
dimming actuators for hidden installation. This is the
well-priced perfect starter package with 100 W dimming
actuators.

Last but not least, xComfort Bridge is also available
as a kit with three dimming plugs. As this variant only
requires plugging into existing sockets, no further
specialist knowledge is required in order to implement
this solution.

Compatible with EATONS’s GO WIRELESS packages
Wireless Switch All, Wireless Dim All and Wireless
Second Switch, it offers homeowners already on the
journey to home automation the opportunity to further
enhance the experience by means of the many wireless
control and configuration features provided by the new
xComfort Bridge.

Installing and using xComfort Bridge, however, is under no circumstances all that EATON has to offer in this field.
In order to ensure a future-proof solution that is not threatened by platform fragmentation, the latest contribution
to the smart home segment is also compatible with the existing xComfort Home series, thus providing seamless
access to a wide range of further functionalities and possibilities.
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Be always up-to-date

Always up-to-date
In order to guarantee a state of the art customer experience, xComfort Bridge is continuously enhanced to
include new and exciting features. These are made available by means of App updates installed on the user’s
smart device.

xComfort Bridge in a nutshell
• Making full use of the tried and proven EATON xComfort technology, the new xComfort Bridge enables electricians to offer easy and smart lighting controls to customers
on a “do it for me” basis.
• The smart wireless solution is characterized by its scalability, future-proofing and
reasonable entry price. The high level of installation and commissioning efficiency that
can be achieved without additional training directly translates into less installation time
and the opportunity to execute more projects within the same timespan. Furthermore,
the scalability of the system offers multiple opportunities for follow-up orders.
• At the same time, and thanks to the simplicity of both the solution and the App, the level
of potentially required installation support remains constantly low. This is further underlined by
the aforementioned App, which enables users to individually configure their settings, scenes and
zones without external aid.

xComfort Bridge
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Eaton is a power management company with 2017 sales of $20.4 billion.
We provide energy-efficient solutions that help our customers effectively
manage electrical, hydraulic and mechanical power more efficiently,
safely and sustainably. Eaton is dedicated to improving the quality of life
technologies and services. Eaton has approximately 96,000 employees
and sells products to customers in more than 175 countries.
For more information, visit Eaton.com
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To contact us please visit http://www.eaton.eu/Europe/Electrical/
CustomerSupport/ContactDetails/index.htm
For Technical support please get in contact with
techsupportemea@eaton.com

Follow us on social media to get the
latest product and support information.

